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In order to streamline the process of formatting your wonderful book, please read the list 
below. It may change from time to time, depending on standards in publishing.  
 
I need your completed and proofed manuscript in a docx file please. (In fact all documents 
forwarded need to be docx for ease of handling) I ask for proofed as I don’t make 
amendments to your ms apart from the formatting. I am not an Editor or Proof Reader and 
do not offer this service. 
 
Ensure, when proofing, I can see where scene breaks occur (***) or where there is simply a 
break shown by double line break between one scene and the other.  
  
I need your cover in the highest resolution and size you have available (min 1600 wide x 
2560 tall pixels.) Please ensure it’s a jpg for the best outcome. 
  
(If you are including also by’s or partial chapters and are using the cover of this other title, 
the same applies to them.) For partial chapter, all the details pertaining to that book (blurb or 
snippet as well as buy links) no more than 2 thanks and EACH MUST be a separate 
document. (Make sure you read the end of this page for details on buy links.) 
  
Each of the files must be sent individually (ie do not include the images in the ms document.) 
Images must be jpg files only. 
  
Please include the following for the front of your book: 
 
ISBN (you will need one for ebook and another for print if you’ve chosen that) 
Dedication file (separate document please) 
 
Please include the following for the back of your book: 
 
Epilogue (separate document please) 
Also by (separate document please) 
Your Bio (docx) and bio Image (jpg file please) 
  
While many authors have The End at the conclusion of the story, it is not always necessary to 
use those terms. You can use the option of: Thanks for reading my book. If you’ve enjoyed 
this title, you may wish to read on for more books also by ((your name)) 
 
You can also have a natty phrase encouraging reviews: If you loved this book, please feel free 
to leave a review on any site, and thank you in advance for sharing your thoughts! 
  
Many retailers don’t appreciate you linking to books off their platform, so to overcome this, 
why not link the books back to their page on your website and have all the purchasing sites 
listed with live links? Or you could consider using a third party such as Books2Read.com (a 
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draft2digital site) 
 
Given the number of files you may need to send them in two or three emails. If that's the 
case, please use the following subject so I know who's books and the sequence at a 
glance.  <<Book Title>><<Your Name>><<Email x of y>> 
If you think you may require an amendment, here is the Galley Sheet I use for accepting 
corrections. Please download and email to me with your changes. Please be aware, the cost 
for amendments is $7.00 per request and covers file opening and UP TO 5 changes. 
 


